
The Fake 311 

Chapter 311: I Understand Women Better Than You 

 

Bai Cangyang wanted to refute, but he turned to look at Professor Qiao with some anticipation. 

“Do you want to go shopping with me, or do you want to go shopping with Brother Chang?” Bai 

Cangyang asked. 

Shi Xi was about to say that she wanted to go shopping when she thought of her mission. 

“I’ll go shopping with you!” Shi Xi immediately said. 

If Bai Cangyang did not match her with a set of clothes, she would not be able to eat even if she went to 

buy groceries! 

The program team finished putting on makeup for Professor Qiao. Nan Wan even specially gave her 

lipstick and said a lot of nonsense. 

After that, she went to pick out clothes. 

Bai Cangyang was worried about Professor Qiao’s conservative identity, so he picked out long-sleeved 

dresses for her. 

She looked gentle and generous, very amiable. 

“How do you like it?” Bai Cangyang felt that it was very nice and asked Professor Qiao for her opinion. 

“Do you like it?” 

Professor Qiao nodded and spun a few times in front of the mirror. “It’s alright.” 

Shi Xi asked Bai Cangyang, “What style do you think suits me?” 

Bai Cangyang said, “Teacher Shi Xi’s clothes today are very nice.” 

Shi Xi looked at the row of clothes in front of her and hinted, “Which of these clothes do you think suits 

me?” 

Bai Cangyang’s answer was flawless. “Teacher Shi Xi is so beautiful, she looks good in anything.” 

Shi Xi: …How do I hint Bai Cangyang to pick out a set of clothes for me? 

She casually picked out a set of clothes and said to Professor Qiao, “Try This one on?” 

Black suspenders and a beige cardigan, paired with denim shorts. 

She was totally a hottie. 

The corner of Bai Cangyang’s mouth twitched as he said softly, “Is this okay? She’s a PhD holder.” 

“Can’t a PhD holder be a hottie?” Shi Xi handed the clothes over. “Sister Qiao, do you want to try this 

set?” 



Professor Qiao looked at the set of clothes and a struggle flashed across her eyes. 

Shi Xi said, “Life is all about trying more.” 

Professor Qiao took the clothes. “I’ll try it.” 

Bai Cangyang said in a low voice, “Is this really okay?” 

“Don’t worry, I know more about women than you do.” Shi Xi blinked her eyes and thought to herself, ‘I 

know more about the audience than you do.’ 

Who would like to watch a step-by-step transformation plan? 

As she thought of something, Shi Xi went to the shop assistant and asked for a strapless bra before 

handing it over to the fitting room. 

A few minutes later, Professor Qiao, who had disguised herself as a hot girl, came out of the fitting 

room. 

Professor Qiao had always been a homebody, and her skin was covered very white. However, she had 

always been exercising, and her figure had been maintained very well. 

Bai Cangyang said, “I keep feeling that it’s a little out of place.” 

“Is it because of the makeup?” Shi Xi said thoughtfully, “Why don’t you let your hair down and apply 

some eyeliner?” 

She was totally a hot girl in a bar! 

She did it right away. 

Bai Cangyang walked forward. “Sister Qiao, do you like this set of clothes, or the one just now?” 

Professor Qiao smiled and said, “I’ve never tried this type of clothes before.” 

Bai Cangyang understood the meaning behind Professor Qiao’s words — she really liked it. 

“Sister Qiao, come over here. I’ll help you change your makeup.” Shi Xi used the makeup she carried 

with her to hook Professor Qiao’s eyeliner and reweave her hair. 

The former fashion designer, Bai Cangyang, stood at the side and stared blankly. 

“What do you think?” Shi Xi asked. 

Bai Cangyang sized up Professor Qiao in front of him. 

The first time, he saw her was an ordinary female doctor. After putting on makeup, she was a gentle 

sister. Now, she was a hot girl in a bar. 

There were three of them. 

And Professor Qiao seemed to be very willing to make such a change. 

“It’s good that Sister Qiao likes it.” Bai Cangyang was speechless. 



He had been a fashion designer for three periods and had never done something like this before. 

Shi Xi suggested, “Let’s go to a boutique and pair some jewelry with it.” 

How could a hot girl not have a ring, a bracelet, and a big gold chain? 

Chapter 312: Young Man Who Accosted Professor Qiao 

 

The three of them went to the boutique again. Shi Xi picked out a suitable ring and bracelet for 

Professor Qiao. 

While Professor Qiao was trying on the bracelet, Shi Xi noticed that a young man opposite them had 

been staring at Professor Qiao. 

The few of them were recording a program, which indeed attracted some passersby to watch. 

However, this person had been staring at Professor Qiao. 

“Is she good-looking?”Shi Xi asked. 

“Uh, I think she looks like a mentor of mine.” The young man smiled awkwardly. “Maybe I was 

mistaken.” 

Professor Qiao, who was looking at the bracelet, raised her head and sized up the young man. She 

asked, “Oh? You’re from Yanjing University?” 

The moment Professor Qiao opened her mouth, the young man’s pupils trembled. “You… You’re 

Professor Qiao?” 

“It’s me.” Professor Qiao looked at the young man. “You look a little familiar. Did you take my class?” 

The young man: ?!? 

𝗻𝐨𝐯𝐞𝐥𝘂𝐬𝗯.𝗰𝐨𝗺 

“I, I’ve listened to your class before.” The young man looked at Professor Qiao with a different look in his 

eyes. “I just didn’t expect that Professor Qiao would be so good-looking in private…” 

The further he went, the lower the young man’s voice became. 

Professor Qiao asked, “What major did you study? Are you graduating now? Or?” 

The young man said, “Mathematics. I’m in my third year of graduate school this year. I’m considering 

whether I should get a job after graduation or continue to study my PhD. Does Professor Qiao have any 

suggestions?” 

“It depends on your own preferences! If you’re interested in topology, representation theory, and 

comprehensive analysis of number theory, you can…” When she mentioned her field of expertise, 

Professor Qiao became much more open-minded. 

Shi Xi coughed twice, indicating that they were still filming. 



She had thought that it was just a short and reserved chat, but she did not expect it to take so long. 

“Ah, sorry to disturb you.” The young man scratched his head in embarrassment and said, “Why don’t I 

add you on WeChat and chat with you when you are free?” 

“Sure!” Professor Qiao agreed readily. 

Shi Xi whispered at the side, “I guess he doesn’t just want to talk about mathematics.” 

Bai Cangyang: “…That man is Sister Qiao’s student.” 

Shi Xi: “But he’s a third-year grad student. He should be around twenty-five, six, seven, or eight years old 

by now.” 

Bai Cangyang: I don’t understand, but I’m very shocked. 

Other than the ring and bracelet, Shi Xi also bought a silver hair clip for Professor Qiao to increase the 

intensity of the hot girl look. 

After choosing a match for Professor Qiao, everyone prepared to go back. 

“Wait!” Shi Xi remembered that her task had not been completed and said, “Let’s go take a look at the 

clothes again, shall we?” 

“Didn’t you already buy the clothes?” Bai Cangyang was puzzled. 

Shi Xi looked at him. 

Bai Cangyang immediately changed his words. “Let’s go take a look again.” 

When they reached the clothing store, Bai Cangyang saw that Shi Xi was looking left and right but was 

not picky about clothes. Finally, he took the initiative and said, “Teacher Shi Xi, what do you think of 

this?” 

“Sure!” Shi Xi’s eyes lit up as she picked up the clothes. “I’ll try it on.” 

“That’s–” Bai Cangyang saw that Shi Xi had already entered the fitting room, but he still said the last few 

words, “I picked it out for Sister Qiao.” 

‘Forget it, it’s good that Teacher Shi Xi likes it.’ 

Bai Cangyang retracted his hand. 

Shi Xi changed her clothes and came out of the fitting room. 

The clothes that Bai Cangyang picked out were gently tied. The white dress extended all the way to her 

ankles, and the belt was tied into a bow. 

The girl’s long hair reached her waist. She reached out and pulled her long black hair behind her ears. 

The moment she looked up, she looked like a goddess-level student in school. 

Bai Cangyang was dazed. 

Shi Xi asked, “How is it? Does it look good?” 



Bai Cangyang came back to his senses. “It looks good. Teacher Shi Xi looks good in everything.” 

Shi Xi was also very satisfied. After completing the mission and buying new clothes, they could have 

lunch. 

“Let’s go back to eat!” Shi Xi immediately hungry, said: “It’s time to eat.” 

Chapter 313: Exquisite Girl Step 

 

For convenience, Chang Qiwen bought a lot of ingredients for hot pot and prepared to cook it. 

Nan Wan and Gao Tingyu were sitting at the table, fiddling with something. 

Shi Xi brought Professor Qiao back and received everyone’s surprised gazes. 

“This change is too big, isn’t it?” Gao Tingyu’s eyes widened. 

“She’s a completely different person. She’s very beautiful and fashionable!” Chang Qiwen stood in the 

semi-open kitchen and was not stingy with his praise. “Xiao Bai has good taste!” 

Bai Cangyang said, “This is the outfit that Teacher Shi Xi picked.” 

When Nan Wan heard that it was the outfit that Shi Xi picked, she started. “Isn’t this outfit a little 

revealing? Shi Xi, you like this nightclub style? You don’t have to pick this kind of outfit for others, do 

you?” 

Shi Xi ignored her and turned to ask Professor Qiao, “Sister Qiao, do you think this outfit is revealing?” 

Professor Qiao: “It’s not like I’m living in the Qing Dynasty. Why would I think it’s revealing?” 

Nan Wan: “…” 

Shi Xi blinked and said, “I’ll go help in the kitchen.” 

Nan Wan was rebuked and looked at Shi Xi again. She sized her up and asked, “Did you change your 

clothes?” 

Shi Xi sifted through the vegetables and said, “Yes, I changed my clothes while I was at it.” 

Nan Wan saw how relaxed Shi Xi was, and her heart instantly felt unbalanced. She said sarcastically, “Is 

shopping on official expenses really fun?” 

Shi Xi said, “Bai Cangyang helped me pick out clothes. Ask him if shopping on official expenses is fun.” 

Bai Cangyang: ?! 

Help! 

Don’t burn me! 

“When I was picking out clothes for Sister Qiao, I felt that this dress was very suitable for Teacher Shi Xi.” 

Bai Cangyang was indeed an idol with a high EQ. He smiled and said, “I’ll go help out in the kitchen too.” 



With the help of the two of them, Chang Qiwen’s work in the kitchen was greatly reduced. 

Nan Wan waved her hand and said, “Professor Qiao, come over and do a manicure! The first step for an 

exquisite girl is to do a beautiful manicure.” 

Shi Xi looked at her hand. 

Oh, she was not an exquisite girl. 

Professor Qiao was pulled by Nan Wan and Gao Tingyu to do a manicure and said, “Is this necessary?” 

Shi Xi tore off the vegetable head and said, “We’ve already prepared everything. Let’s give it a try. We’ll 

dye it in the big red color directly.” 

Professor Qiao said, “Then let’s dye it in the big red color.” 

Nan Wan was stumped. 

They had been choosing for a long time just now and felt that the nude pink color was the most suitable 

for Professor Qiao. It was gentle and generous, and it also suited Professor Qiao’s personality. 

They did not expect that Shi Xi would actually dress Professor Qiao up as a hot girl! 

Who the f*ck would have thought of that? 

Nan Wan tried to persuade her, “Isn’t a big red manicure a little too much? Professor Qiao still has to 

teach.” 

Professor Qiao said, “It’s fine. I’m a professor. They don’t dare to say anything.” 

Nan Wan was speechless and had no choice but to get someone to do Professor Qiao’s big red 

manicure. However, she secretly hoped that the effect would not be good. Professor Qiao did not like to 

directly go against Shi Xi. 

Bai Cangyang cut the mushrooms and said, “Teacher Shi Xi, why don’t you go and get a manicure? 

Brother Chang and I will be fine in the kitchen.” 

Chang Qiwen looked like he was optimistic about his son. “Xiao Bai knows how heartbreaking it is!” 

Shi Xi said, “It’s alright, I’ll help you. Hurry up.” 

Bai Cangyang snatched the basket from her hands. “I’ll do it, I’ll do it.” 

Shi Xi looked at Bai Cangyang. “Then I’ll go and get a manicure?” 

“Hurry up and get your nails done. Otherwise, Xiao Bai will have to escort you over,” Chang Qiwen said 

exaggeratedly. “There’s nothing to be busy for in the kitchen anyway.” 

They made hotpot and bought ready-made hotpot meatballs and beef rolls. Only some vegetables 

needed to be washed and cut. 

Chapter 314: Tampering With the Dipping Sauce 

 



Hence, Shi Xi sat down at the table and said, “This nude pink looks good!” 

The corner of Nan Wan’s mouth twitched. 

This was the color that she and Gao Tingyu had carefully chosen for a long time. Of course, it looked 

good! 

Shi Xi said, “I’ll just apply this nude pink.” 

Nan Wan was so angry that she vomited blood. 

When Shi Xi came on the show, not only did she shop for clothes at public expense, she even did a 

manicure at public expense?! 

How could it be that good? 

Nan Wan gritted her teeth and wanted to do something. 

Suddenly, Nan Wan’s eyes turned and she said, “You guys take a seat. I’ll go to the kitchen to help.” 

The eldest miss, who had never touched the sun, suddenly wanted to go to the kitchen. Everyone was 

shocked. 

Bai Cangyang looked at the diamond-studded manicure on the eldest miss’ hand and said politely, 

“Senior, it’s better for you to sit. We’ll be fine as long as we’re in the kitchen.” 

Chang Qiwen said bluntly, “That’s right. How are you going to cut the vegetables with your hands?” 

The smile on Nan Wan’s face froze for a moment before she said, “I’ll make the hot pot dipping sauce. 

The dipping sauce I make is especially delicious!” 

Chang Qiwen said, “Everyone has different tastes. They all like to make their own dipping sauce, right?” 

Bai Cangyang said nonchalantly, “I can do it.” 

Gao Tingyu added from the side, “I can prove that the dipping sauce Nan Wan makes is especially 

delicious! We can let Nan Wan do it!” 

Seeing that no one said anything, Chang Qiwen shrugged nonchalantly. “Then you do it.” 

In any case, it was not strange for the eldest miss to do anything. 

Nan Wan took out a few small bowls and looked at the seasoning on the kitchen top before starting to 

make the hot pot dipping sauce. 

As a permanent member of the program team, Nan Wan could see the information of the guest. 

She knew that Shi Xi was allergic to seafood, so after seeing the seafood soy sauce on the table, she 

suggested that she make the hot pot dipping sauce herself. 

Nan Wan only wanted Shi Xi to make a fool of herself, she did not want Shi Xi to die, so she only poured 

a little bit into the bottom of the bowl. On top of it, she added millet pepper, vinegar, sesame oil, and oil 

consumption as usual… 



The ingredients for the hot pot were all prepared. On the other side, both of their manicures were done 

as well. 

The manicures for Professor Qiao were not only bright red, but they were also inlaid with diamonds and 

made into lines. They were extremely gorgeous. 

As for Shi Xi’s manicure, it was much simpler. It was a simple nude pink color with two orange colors in 

the middle. It looked playful and cute in its gentleness. 

Nan Wan looked at Shi Xi’s manicure and then looked at her own. She felt that Shi Xi’s manicure looked 

better. 

However, she did not want to admit that Shi Xi’s hands looked better. 

“Let’s eat hotpot!” Nan Wan smiled and said, “Everyone, try the hotpot dipping sauce that I prepared.” 

Chang Qiwen said, “Everyone, try the radishes that I cut.” 

Bai Cangyang raised his hand. “I washed the vegetables.” 

Shi Xi said, “I broke the vegetables!” 

Gao Tingyu said, “…Thank you for your hard work. Please sit down.” 

Bai Cangyang brought the hotpot to the table and plugged in the electricity. 

Shi Xi looked at the row of hotpot dipping sauce and smiled. “Let me do it.” 

She was afraid that Nan Wan would do something to the dipping sauce. 

Nan Wan smiled casually. “Sure.” 

Shi Xi looked at the small bowl in her hand and wondered if she was overthinking things? 

Everyone was the same. 

After the hot pot was boiled, everyone surrounded Professor Qiao and asked her some questions. 

“I’ve been doing research on the four-color theorem recently. Most of the time, I’ve been thinking about 

it myself,” Professor Qiao said. 

“Color testing? What color testing?” Nan Wan asked, “Do you also need to color test in mathematics?” 

Shi Xi lowered her head. 

If you don’t understand the field, don’t speak rashly! 

Professor Qiao said, “It’s the four-color theorem. It refers to two straight lines that cannot appear in a 

plane without a common point.” 

Everyone was at a loss. 

Shi Xi explained, “All of you should have heard of a saying: each map only uses four colors, and all 

countries can be painted with different colors.” 



Chapter 315: Was Probably Because of My Amazing Talent 

 

Nan Wan said, “Three is enough, right?” 

Shi Xi paused. She really didn’t expect Nan Wan to say such a thing. 

Bai Cangyang pondered and said, “I think at least five is needed, right? Are four colors enough?” 

“It is impossible to construct five or more two-connected areas in a two-dimensional plane, so five 

colors are enough,” Professor Qiao said. “Predecessors used computers to prove the four-color 

theorem, but there is no simpler written proof. If I can prove this, maybe I can try to compete for the 

Fields Prize next year.” 

Nan Wan asked in a daze, “What prize?” 

“The Fields Prize is equivalent to the Nobel Prize in Mathematics,” Professor Qiao said. 

“Then why don’t you compete for the Nobel Prize in Mathematics?” Nan Wan thought she was 

humorous. “Is it because you don’t want to?” 

Shi Xi scooped up a few balls for herself and the corners of her mouth twitched. “It’s because the Nobel 

Prize in Mathematics didn’t exist.” 

Nan Wan: ??! 

Chang Qiwen changed the topic and said, “Nan Wan’s hot pot dipping sauce is really delicious!” 

Nan Wan forced a smile. “This is my exclusive recipe!” 

Professor Qiao said, “It’s just some soy sauce, millet pepper, vinegar, sesame paste, sesame oil, and oil 

consumption. It’s not considered a secret recipe.” 

Nan Wan: “…” 

Gao Tingyu asked, “Professor Qiao studied so well and even got double doctorates. How did you do it? 

Do you have any experience?” 

Professor Qiao: “Probably because my talent is amazing.” 

Everyone: “…” 

Bai Cangyang: “I remember there’s coconut milk in the kitchen. Which one of you wants to drink it?” 

Everyone raised their hands. 

With Chang Qiwen and Bai Cangyang changing the topic from time to time, this hot pot meal was still 

quite enjoyable. 

Of course, some people were eating very angrily. 

Nan Wan had been observing Shi Xi the whole time. Seeing that she did not have any reaction, her 

brows furrowed tightly. 



Could it be that Shi Xi was not allergic to seafood?! 

Or could it be that the amount was too small and did not cause Shi Xi’s allergic reaction at all? 

Regardless of the situation, Nan Wan was not convinced. 

She looked at the shrimp on the table that was slippery and secretly picked it up, preparing to enter the 

hotpot. 

“Wait, let’s put the shrimp in at the end,” Bai Cangyang said. “I remember that Teacher Shi Xi is allergic 

to seafood. We’ll put the shrimp at the end.” 

Nan Wan smiled apologetically. “Ah, I’m sorry. I didn’t think of that.” 

Shi Xi scooped some meatballs for herself and said, “It’s okay. I’m full. You can go.” 

Bai Cangyang said, “But you didn’t eat much.” 

“It’s alright. I’m on a diet.” Shi Xi gave a considerate smile. 

Nan Wan was so angry that she didn’t want to move. 

She made Shi Xi look gentle and considerate! 

Why was she always helping Shi Xi?! 

Seeing that Shi Xi was really not eating, Bai Cangyang slid the shrimp down. 

After eating the hotpot, everyone brought Professor Qiao to the amusement park. 

“Let her experience the joy of the amusement park.” 

This was Nan Wan’s idea. 

Nan Wan said to Professor Qiao, “Because I heard you say that you’ve been studying since you were 

young, I wanted to bring you to the amusement park to make up for your childhood.” 

“I’ve been studying since I was young, but that doesn’t mean that I’ve never been to the amusement 

park,” Professor Qiao said. “Besides, I’m already in my thirties. It’s a little strange for me to come to the 

amusement park, isn’t it?” 

Nan Wan’s smile froze. 

She wanted to pack up and go back now. 

Shi Xi was in high spirits. “A woman is a young girl until she dies. It’s normal for her to come to an 

amusement park.” 

She did not expect that other than shopping at public expense and manicure at public expense, she 

could also come to an amusement park at public expense! 

Shi Xi: I love work!! 

Professor Qiao looked at the amusement park. “Alright, let’s go in and have some fun.” 



Chapter 316: I Have Been Sitting In a Small Space With a Stranger For a Long Time Today 

 

Nan Wan finally could not help but ask, “Why do you disagree to everything I say and everything Shi Xi 

says?” 

Professor Qiao asked in puzzlement, “Do I?” 

Nan Wan said, “Don’t tell me you don’t? Manicures and amusement parks were all proposed by me.” 

“Yes, thank you for your suggestion,” Professor Qiao added. “Even though it’s useless.” 

Nan Wan was struck again. 

Shi Xi echoed, “These are just social interactions. They’re really useless.” 

Nan Wan: ?! 

Bai Cangyang said helplessly, “Sister Qiao doesn’t talk to people often. Sometimes, she might be a little 

more straightforward.” 

“You mean to say that I’m too calculative?” Nan Wan asked back. 

“Yes.” Professor Qiao nodded. 

Bai Cangyang left the chat. 

Shi Xi wanted to nod, but held back. 

Chang Qiwen bought a ticket and came back. “Let’s go. Let’s go in directly.” 

Nan Wan said angrily, “Go in what? You guys go ahead and play. I won’t accompany you guys anymore!” 

With that, Nan Wan waved her hand and left. 

Chang Qiwen was stunned. “What happened?” 

Gao Tingyu looked at the people present and saw that they were all watching from the other side. 

She could only say, “I’ll go and have a chat with Nan Wan.” 

Shi Xi took the tickets from Chang Qiwen’s hands and said, “Then let’s go in and play.” 

Chang Qiwen: ?! 

“Then what about Nan Wan and Tingyu?” Chang Qiwen asked. 

“Isn’t there a QR code on it? Just send the code to them directly.” Shi Xi smiled and said, “Since we’re 

already here, let’s play to our heart’s content.” 

Chang Qiwen felt that Shi Xi was the one who would be permanently hosting this show. 

Shi Xi: The guest is the host. 

Bai Cangyang shrugged. “I don’t have any objections.” 



No one liked to endure a missy’s temper all the time. 

Chang Qiwen could only go in and start the amusement park tour with them. 

Shi Xi took a bunch of selfies with her phone. 

She even got the cameraman to take a few shots of her from different angles, wanting to go back and 

send a vlog. 

It was only when she felt a little uncomfortable that Shi Xi stopped. 

She used the mirror on the compact that she carried with her to take a look, and her face turned a little 

red. 

Perhaps it was from the sun? 

Shi Xi used the compact to press down on her face, not taking it to heart. 

Professor Qiao felt that the amusement park was childish. As expected, they didn’t really play much, and 

most of the time, they sat on the merry-go-round. 

After sitting on it three times in a row, Shi Xi felt dizzy. 

But Professor Qiao still wanted to sit on it for the fourth time. 

Shi Xi said, “Let’s change to another project?” 

“How about a roller coaster?” Bai Cangyang suggested. 

“You young people can really play.” Chang Qiwen was the first to raise his hand and withdraw. 

“That project that relied on the thrust of the catapult or the chain to climb to the highest point, 

converting gravitational potential energy into kinetic energy, and then from kinetic energy to 

gravitational potential energy, has been doing nothing?” Professor Qiao looked at the screaming crowd, 

she said, “I’m not interested.” 

Shi Xi suggested, “What about the ferris wheel?” 

Professor Qiao was silent for a moment, then said, “I’ve been sitting in a narrow space with a stranger 

for a long time today.” 

Bai Cangyang looked at Shi Xi in puzzlement. 

Shi Xi said, “Sister Qiao, you mean on the way here by car with us.” 

“We’re strangers?” Bai Cangyang could not believe it. 

“This is the first time we’ve met,” Professor Qiao said matter-of-factly. “And judging from our 

conversation today, we probably won’t have any interactions in the future.” 

Bai Cangyang finally understood Nan Wan’s feelings. 

Professor Qiao did not rebuke him, but the words she said were not what he liked to hear. 

Shi Xi immediately gave up on communicating and asked, “Does anyone want to eat ice cream?” 



Perhaps it was because it was too hot that her face was red and itchy. She just wanted to eat something 

cold. 

Other than Professor Qiao, everyone raised their hands. 

Chang Qiwen asked, “We can buy tickets for the merry-go-round again. Does anyone want to sit on it?” 

Professor Qiao raised her hand. 

* 

On the other side, after Nan Wan left, she got into the car. 

She wanted to see if this show could still be recorded without her! 

Gao Tingyu got into the car and began to comfort Nan Wan. 

Nan Wan went in one ear and out the other. She looked at the entrance of the amusement park and 

realized that they had entered! 

They had entered?! 

Chapter 317: Allergy Medicine 

 

Nan Wan was stunned. 

Under such circumstances, shouldn’t they have come over to comfort her? 

Why was it only Gao Tingyu who came over to comfort her? 

The few of them had actually entered the amusement park directly? 

Moreover, wasn’t Shi Xi allergic to seafood?! Why was there no reaction at all now?! 

Could it be that the dosage was too low? 

Nan Wan was even angrier. 

Gao Tingyu only cared about comforting Nan Wan and did not look at the situation outside. “Wan Wan, 

everyone is waiting for you alone. Don’t be angry, okay?” 

“Wait for me alone? They have already gone in. How could they be waiting for me?!” Nan Wan gritted 

her teeth and said this. 

“Ah?” Gao Tingyu quickly turned her head and saw that the figures of the few of them had disappeared 

from the entrance of the amusement park. “Why aren’t they waiting for us? I’ll ask them.” 

Gao Tingyu took out her phone and saw the QR code for the entrance tickets that had been sent out in 

the WeChat group. 

She asked in the group, [Are you guys leaving just like that?] 

The people who were playing at the amusement park did not see the message at all. 



.. 

In the end, it was the program team’s director who came forward to mediate and agreed to let Nan Wan 

lead the next segment. Only then did the young miss’s anger subside. 

After coming out of the amusement park, Nan Wan smiled and said, “Let’s go and do some handicrafts 

together?” 

Professor Qiao looked at the time. “I’m sorry. You guys go and play. I have to go back and rest.” 

The smile on Nan Wan’s face froze. 

The director knew that things were not looking good. 

He had spent so much effort to coax Nan Wan, and now she was about to flare up again! 

“I think it’s almost time. Do we still need to record?” Shi Xi added fuel to the fire. “It’s almost time to get 

off work.” 

Nan Wan turned around and left. 

Professor Qiao said, “Looks like we can get off work now.” 

The others: “…” 

Shi Xi pretended not to notice Nan Wan’s anger. Professor Qiao really did not notice Nan Wan’s anger. 

The recording ended here. 

At night. 

After Shi Xi removed her makeup, she realized that there were a few red spots on her face. 

When she was at the amusement park in the afternoon, she noticed that her face was a little itchy. But 

because she had put on makeup, Shi Xi had suppressed the urge to scratch it. 

Zhu Lin came in with a midnight snack and said, “Xi Xi, do you want some cold baked noodles?” 

“My face is a little red.” Shi Xi looked over and frowned. “Am I allergic to some makeup?” 

“Face?” Zhu Lin hurriedly looked over and said in surprise, “What, what happened to your face?” 

“I don’t know. It was a little itchy in the afternoon. I just removed my makeup and it became like this.” 

Shi Xi looked at the makeup remover. “Could it be that I’m allergic to this?” 

“The makeup was used before. How could you be allergic to it?” Zhu Lin asked, “Did you eat seafood?” 

Shi Xi recalled, “No, I ate hotpot for lunch and ice cream in the afternoon. I haven’t eaten it in the 

evening.” 

Zhu Lin had been following by Shi Xi’s side the whole time. After confirming that Shi Xi had not eaten 

seafood and could not come up with any ideas, she could only say, “Let’s go to the doctor first and get 

some medicine.” 



“If it’s an allergy,” Shi Xi stretched out her hand and said, “I have some allergy medicine in my bag. Just 

take two.” 

Zhu Lin took out her phone. “I’ll give Brother Han a call.” 

Shi Xi retracted her outstretched hand. “Alright, I’ll get it myself.” 

As she was holding the medicine, Shi Xi heard Han Chuan’s voice from Zhu Lin’s phone: 

“When did you feel uncomfortable?” Han Chuan asked. 

Shi Xi replied, “In the afternoon.” 

Han Chuan asked, “Before or after eating ice cream?” 

Shi Xi thought for a moment and said, “Before eating ice cream.” 

Han Chuan said, “It must have been during the hot pot at noon. You accidentally ate some seafood.” 

“But I didn’t eat any seafood.” Shi Xi recalled what she had eaten at noon and said, “After the shrimp 

slipped in, I stopped eating.” 

“Maybe it was the seasoning of the seafood hotpot or the seasoning in the middle used seafood.” Han 

Chuan’s guess was very close. 

Chapter 318: I’ll Pass On Your Exact Words To My Brother 

 

Shi Xi took two pills. “Probably.” 

She didn’t pay too much attention to it. 

Han Chuan opened the video and looked at Shi Xi’s face. “Can we still record tomorrow?” 

“…Can’t I take a day off since I’m already like this?” Shi Xi whispered, “Han Bapi.” 

Han Bapi said coldly, “All the money you earn is for the company. Speaking of which, your brother is the 

one who’s Bapi.” 

“I’ll pass on your exact words to my brother,” said Shi Xi. 

Han Chuan: “…” 

“The red dots aren’t very serious. It should be fine by tomorrow,” said Shi Xi. “If it’s not possible, do you 

want to put on makeup by force?” 

“I’ll talk to the director tomorrow first and wait for my news.” Han Chuan hung up the phone. 

After Shi Xi took the medicine, she saw the grilled cold noodles on the table and asked, “Can I eat this?” 

𝐧𝗼𝘃𝗲𝐥𝘂𝐬𝐛.𝐜𝗼𝐦 

Zhu Lin said, “Sure, I specially ordered one without sauce.” 



Shi Xi thought of something and said, “When we had hotpot in the afternoon, it was Nan Wan’s sauce.” 

Zhu Lin said, “You mean, what did she put in it?” 

“I’m not sure, but they should all know about my seafood allergy.” Shi Xi said in realization, “No wonder 

she was so kind to help us make the dipping sauce all of a sudden!” 

Zhu Lin said angrily, “Isn’t this person too much?!” 

Shi Xi ate the grilled cold noodles and said, “Too much! I originally thought that she made the delicious 

dipping sauce to apologize to me!” 

Zhu Lin: ? 

“If Nan Wan really apologizes, will you forgive her?” Zhu Lin asked. 

“No.” Shi Xi said hatefully, “Go and find out what she’s allergic to!” 

Zhu Lin was silent for a moment. “Alright.” 

Shi Xi finished eating the cold baked noodles and prayed that she would recover overnight. 

The next morning, the first thing Shi Xi did when she woke up was to look at her face in the mirror. 

There were still red spots, but they were much better than yesterday. 

They would all disappear in about two days. 

Shi Xi took a picture in the mirror and sent it to Han Chuan. “Do I still have to rush to work today?” 

Han Chuan: “Turn off the beauty filter and take another photo.” 

Shi Xi: “No, I can’t leave such an ugly photo.” 

“What do you look like that I haven’t seen before?” Han Chuan was convinced and said, “I’ll give you 

three days off. The money will be deducted from your work fees.” 

It wasn’t easy to earn money. Xi Xi sighed. 

However, she could finally rest! 

Shi Xi wanted to go home, but when she thought of her own face, she didn’t dare to go back and get 

scolded. 

Zhu Lin bought breakfast and came back. After closing the door, she couldn’t help but say, “Xi Xi, the 

variety show that they asked you to do previously has been changed to Nan Wan!” 

Shi Xi raised his head and raised her voice. “Huh?” 

Zhu Lin set up the breakfast and said indignantly, “Today, you should be the one recording [Landscape 

Life]!” 

“But because of your allergy, Brother Han canceled it at the last minute. That director actually asked 

Nan Wan to do it!!” 



“This Nan Wan is really good!” Shi Xi sat up straight and frowned slightly. “She made me empty my work 

for three days and even stole my job.” 

“But we have no evidence to prove that she made you allergic to seafood.” Zhu Lin said regretfully, 

“Even if she did it, if she said it wasn’t intentional, we wouldn’t be able to pursue it.” 

“Go and look at her later announcements. I want to snatch it from her too!” Shi Xi was furious. 

“Alright!” Zhu Lin thought for a while and said, “But you don’t have time later on. There’s no time to 

snatch it from her.” 

Shi Xi: I was careless. 

“Let’s eat first,” Zhu Lin said, “Oh right, I went to check the taboo points of Nan Wan. She doesn’t have 

anything allergic to, but she doesn’t allow others to ask her age.” 

Shi Xi was puzzled. “How old is she?” 

Chapter 319: Don’t Call Someone This young Big Sis. Her Thoughts Are a Little Wild 

 

Zhu Lin: “24.” 

Shi Xi was eating the xiao long bao and asked in puzzlement, “She’s still young. Why does she care so 

much about her age?” 

Zhu Lin shook her head. “I don’t understand. Maybe she thinks she’s old? Right now, the entertainment 

industry is filled with young people. She’s probably afraid of being called ‘auntie’, right?” 

Shi Xi was similarly clueless, so she stopped thinking about it. 

Meanwhile, Shi Xi was supposed to be recording [Landscape Life], but she had been replaced by Nan 

Wan at the last minute, and some people in the small circle knew about it. 

Some people guessed that Nan Wan had snatched Shi Xi’s job, while others said that Shi Xi was acting 

like a big shot. 

All sorts of guesses, but they were all just guesses. 

* 

A week later, [Amateur Makeover] officially aired. 

From the moment it aired, the transformation team’s stereotypical impression of the female doctor 

annoyed the audience. 

[So what if she’s a female doctor? So what if she’s 35 years old and hasn’t fallen in love? Is it your turn 

to point fingers at her?] 

[It’s good that Sister Qiao looks young. Even if she doesn’t take care of her skin, her skin condition is still 

very good.] 



[She’s 35 years old and hasn’t gotten married yet, yet they’re still not allowed to say anything? If she 

gets married like this, will she still be able to have children?] 

[Anyway, she’s not going to have children with you, so why do you care so much? What’s the matter? 

How much property does your family have that you have to have a child to inherit?] 

[…] 

The program team was indeed a variety show specialist. The topics they chose easily stirred up a 

conflict. 

When it came to choosing clothes, they were scolded because the clothes Shi Xi chose were too 

revealing. 

[Shi Xi is a nightclub girl, so she picked out such clothes, right?] 

[Don’t pick out clothes for others with such taste. She’s a female doctor, not a nightclub girl.] 

[Shi Xi is indeed a fake daughter who can’t stand up to the public. The clothes she bought look so 

cheap.] 

[…] 

But after Professor Qiao expressed her love for it, the group of people fell silent again. 

[This is so funny. Sister Qiao didn’t even say anything. Why are you all pointing fingers at her?] 

[In Sister Qiao’s words, are you all still alive in the Qing Dynasty?] 

[You died so early in the morning. Can’t you even wear suspenders? And there’s even a cardigan 

outside.] 

[…] 

Due to Shi Xi, this episode had only aired for two hours, but the broadcast had already exceeded a 

million views. 

Ji Yin, on the other hand, methodically arranged for her fans to browse Weibo topics and bullet 

messages. 

Other than the fans, there were also Sunset CP fans who were crazily eating candy: 

[When picking out clothes, Xiao Bai looks at his big sister with such a doting gaze! The clothes that Xiao 

Bai matches Big Sister with are also very suitable!] 

[You don’t call someone this young Big Sister. Your thoughts are a little wild.] 

[Xiao Bai is fighting to help Big Sister wash the vegetables. He’s really doting on her!] 

[Xiao Bai knows that Xi Xi is allergic to seafood. He’s deliberately protecting her. He’s a gentle little 

brother who cares about his sister!] 

While the fans were fighting and drinking candy, some sharp-eyed fans discovered a blind spot. 



[Xi Xi is allergic to seafood, but Nan Wan seems to have poured seafood soy sauce as a dipping sauce 

just now?] 

[Zoom in and take a closer look. It’s indeed seafood soy sauce. It’s what I use at home!] 

[D*mn! Nan Wan did it on purpose, didn’t she? It was the same when she wanted to slip in the shrimp. 

She didn’t even say anything before she poured it into the pot!] 

Nan Wan took the initiative to help prepare the dipping sauce. The program team specially gave several 

shots to highlight Nan Wan’s virtuous and gentle character. 

The fans were very impressed by this. They even said that Nan Wan was magnanimous and willing to 

contribute to the small team. 

In the end, when the soy sauce bottle was magnified, the words ‘seafood soy sauce’ could be clearly 

seen. 

The netizens even found the same soy sauce bottle and directly smashed the seafood soy sauce that 

Nan Wan used. 

Nan Wan’s fans did not admit it at first, but after being smashed to death, they started to defend 

themselves: 

[Not everyone knows that Shi Xi is allergic to seafood. Does everyone have to spoil Shi Xi?] 

[If you’re so delicate, then don’t come to the show! The fake daughter still thinks she’s some little 

princess?] 

Chapter 320: Good Night, World 

 

After the news spread online, Shi Xi received a call from Shi Xu. 

And it was a video call. 

“Are you alright?” Shi Xu asked. 

“Uh, my allergic reaction is very weak. I’ve recovered after taking the medicine.” Shi Xi held her face. 

“Look, my face is fine.” 

Shi Xu: “So, you’re really allergic?” 

Shi Xi nodded. 

“Why didn’t you tell me?” Shi Xu frowned slightly, his eyes filled with displeasure. 

“It’s just a small matter. I didn’t want to tell you guys and make you worry,” Shi Xi said. “Dad and Mom 

don’t know, right?” 

“You still want to hide it from me?” Mother Shi couldn’t help but snatch the phone from him. She 

nagged, “I told you not to enter the entertainment industry, but you just didn’t listen. Did you have to 



wait until you hit your head and regret it? Can’t you just go to school properly? How much money can 

you earn in the entertainment industry? In the future, you…” 

Shi Xi interrupted, “Mom, this scarf is new, right? It’s really beautiful.” 

Mother Shi pulled the new scarf around her neck and said, “I went to custom-make it. I drew this 

pattern myself!” 

“No wonder it’s so beautiful. Mom is really amazing.” Shi Xi coaxed her mother with just a few words. 

𝐧𝗼𝘃𝐞𝗹𝐮𝐬𝐛.𝐜𝐨𝐦 

Shi Xu listened from the side and felt rather helpless. 

Didn’t she say that she was going to call his sister to persuade her to go home? 

Why did she surrender so quickly? 

“Oh right, the temperature has dropped now. Remember to wear the scarf that I knitted for you!” Shi Xi 

added. 

Shi Xu said calmly, “It’s not that cold yet.” 

Shi Xi said, “I’m just giving you a reminder.” 

Shi Xu said, ‘I’d rather freeze to death in this snowy world than wear the scarf that Shi Xi knitted.’ 

After chatting with the two of them for a while, Shi Xi dispelled their worries and won the chance to 

continue fighting in the entertainment industry. 

“Then you should rest well. Don’t be too tired. Mom saw the show you were on. Xi Xi is really 

outstanding! You’re especially photogenic!” Mother Shi looked at her female goose with eyes full of 

love. 

“Don’t worry. I can definitely take care of myself,” Shi Xi said. “And Brother found me an assistant and a 

bodyguard. Nothing will happen to me.” 

Satisfied, Mother Shi said, “If there’s anything else you need, just tell me.” 

Shi Xi said, “Okay, good night, Mom!” 

After hanging up the phone, Shi Xu asked, “Mom, do you still remember why you made this call?” 

Mother Shi’s mind instantly went blank. She hesitated and said, “Let’s see how Xi Xi is doing recently.” 

Shi Xu was silent. 

She had originally wanted to persuade Shi Xi to leave the entertainment industry. 

“Yes, I think she’s doing quite well recently.” Shi Xu put away his phone and said to Mother Shi, “Rest 

early.” 

Mother Shi smoothed out her scarf and came back to her senses. “Next time, buy a scarf for Xi Xi as 

well.” 



* 

After comforting her family, Shi Xi dealt with her friends again. 

It was only when her friends in the entertainment industry asked her about it that Shi Xi realized that 

she had added a little too many friends. 

Hence, she had no choice but to send a selfie to her moments: “Good night, world.” 

She was not sick. 

Shi Xi directly ignored the others who came to get close to her. 

Cut down on social interaction. 

Shi Xi felt that she was already a qualified big shot and had already started not replying to other people’s 

messages. 

Putting down her phone, Shi Xi slept very soundly. 

She did not feel guilty at all for not replying to their messages. 

When she heard the ringtone of her phone, Shi Xi instantly sat up. 

This was the ringtone that she had set for Xie Yunzhou. 

Why was it ringing? 

Had she provoked Xie Yunzhou recently? 

No. 

Had she looked for Ning Yu recently? 

No. 

Shi Xi quickly thought about it in her mind before she answered the call. “Good evening?” 

 


